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Abstract  Benguela Niño events are characterized by strong warm sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies off the Angolan and Namibian coasts. In 1995, the strongest event in the satellite era took place, impacting fish availability in both Angolan and Namibian waters. In this study, we use direct observations, satellite data, and reanalysis products to investigate the impact that the up-until-now unnoticed mechanism of freshwater input from Congo River discharge (CRD) and precipitation had on the evolution of the 1995 Benguela Niño. In the onset phase of the event, anomalous rainfall in November/December 1994 at around 6°S, combined with a high CRD, generated a low salinity plume. The plume was advected into the Angola-Namibia region in the following February/March 1995 by an anomalously strong poleward surface current generated by the relaxation of the southerly winds and shifts in the coastal wind stress curl. The presence of this low surface salinity anomaly of about −2 psu increased ocean stability by generating barrier layers, thereby reducing the turbulent heat loss, since turbulent mixing acted on a weak vertical temperature gradient. A mixed layer heat budget analysis demonstrates that southward advection of Angolan waters drove the warming at the onset, while reduced mixing played the main role at the event’s peak. We conclude that a freshwater input contributed to the SST increase in this exceptionally strong event and suggest that this input can influence the SST variability in Angola-Namibia waters through a combination of high CRD, precipitation, and the presence of a strong poleward surface current.

Plain Language Summary  Benguela Niño events are characterized by excessive warming of the sea surface temperature off the Angolan and Namibian coasts. One of the strongest-ever recorded warm events dates back to 1995, impacting fish availability in both Angolan and Namibian waters. In our research, we investigate if freshwater from rain and from the Congo River could have impacted the evolution of this 1995 Benguela Niño. In the event’s early stage, high precipitation and river discharge generated a low salinity pool at the Congo River mouth, which in February/March 1995 was taken to the south by an exceptionally strong surface current, generated by changes in wind strength and direction at the African coast. This low sea surface salinity in a shallow layer in the upper meters of the ocean increased the ocean’s stability. As the stabilized waters diminished the usual mixing from the depths below which cools down the surface waters, it contributed to an increase in warming in the surface layer of the ocean. We conclude that the warming of the surface waters in the region was indeed influenced by the combination of high precipitation and high Congo River discharge with a strong surface current toward the south.

1. Introduction

Benguela Niños are El Niño-like events in the southeast tropical Atlantic Ocean (Figure 1) characterized by strong warm anomalies, particularly off the Angolan coast (Shannon et al., 1986; Florenchie et al., 2004). These events modulate the sea surface temperature (SST) at interannual time scales in this region and usually peak in boreal spring, from March to May, when the SSTs in the region are climatologically high (Brandt et al., 2023; Imbol Koungue et al., 2019; Lübbecke et al., 2010). At the same time, the Angola-Benguela front, that is, a thermal front located usually at 17°S due to the confluence of northern tropical warm waters and southern colder waters from the Benguela Current, is located furthest south (Lübbecke et al., 2010). During the strong warm event, positive SST anomalies can reach up to 3°C in the Angola Benguela area (ABA, here defined as 8°S–20°S, 8°E to the coast, Figure 1) consequently impacting the biology and ocean-atmosphere processes at the southwestern African coast. In fact, it has been shown that these events not only influence marine ecosystems and fisheries in the region (Binet et al., 2001; Blamey et al., 2015; Boyer & Hampton, 2001; Gammelsrød et al., 1998), modulating the upward supply of nutrients (Bachêlery et al., 2016a) but have also consequences for rainfall and
Benguela Niños have been shown to be triggered mainly remotely. The relaxation of the trade winds in the western equatorial Atlantic generates eastward propagating downwelling equatorial Kelvin waves followed by coastal trapped waves (CTWs) propagating southward when reaching the African coast (Bachélery et al., 2016b; Florenchie et al., 2004; Imbol Koungue et al., 2017; Lübbecke et al., 2010; Rouault et al., 2018). The propagation of these CTWs is also responsible for controlling the variability and seasonality of the Angola Current (Bachélery et al., 2016b; Köpte et al., 2017). The Angola Current is a geostrophic poleward undercurrent usually situated below the equatorward coastal jet (Fennel et al., 2012; Tchipalanga, Dengler, et al., 2018), restricted to the upper 120 m of the water column and with its core at around 50 m depth (Köpte et al., 2017; Tchipalanga, Dengler, et al., 2018). This poleward current is situated closer to the sea surface seaward of the coastal jet (Fennel et al., 2012). The passage of a downwelling (upwelling) CTW in austral summer (winter) enhances (weakens) the Angola current (Tchipalanga, Dengler, et al., 2018), with the downwelling waves deepening the thermocline, resulting in a high SST anomaly. Bachélery et al. (2020) showed that 71% of both Benguela Niños and Niñas (i.e., the counterpart of Benguela Niño events, where SST is anomalously cold in ABA) events are forced remotely at the equator.

Local forcing, however, also plays an important role in generating and modulating these coastal warm anomalies due to local wind fluctuations (Hu & Huang, 2007; Illig et al., 2020; Polo et al., 2008) in association with shifts in the position and strength of the South Atlantic Anticyclone (Richter et al., 2010) by modulating upwelling intensity and consequently SST at western coastal Africa. In addition, local wind forcing plays a major role in determining the structure and variability of the eastern boundary circulation in this area (Fennel et al., 2012; Junker et al., 2015), which are usually impacted by the southerly winds related to the atmospheric Benguela low-level coastal jet (Patricola & Chang, 2017). Imbol Koungue et al. (2021) showed that a combination of both local and remote forcing was important in triggering the 2019 Benguela Niño, and Lübbecke et al. (2019) suggested that local wind forcing in combination with anomalous high freshwater input into the ocean due to both local precipitation and Congo River discharge (CRD) impacted the generation of the 2016 warm event in the southeastern tropical Atlantic.

The role of freshwater input in the development of warm events is through the generation of barrier layers (Figures 1b and 1c). The presence of barrier layers increases ocean stability and stratification, hence reducing the mixing and entrainment of cool subsurface waters into the mixed layer, thereby leading to an SST increase. In fact, in the Pacific, it has long been shown that freshwater input can impact surface warming by the generation of these barrier layers associated with a decrease in entrainment cooling (Vialard & Delecluse, 1998). For the eastern tropical Atlantic, Materia et al. (2012) showed the effect of Congo River freshwater discharge on warm events occurring in the Gulf of Guinea, while White and Toumi (2014) quantified the formation of barrier layer up to 6 m thick in model simulations due to an mixed layer shoaling by the CRD. However, the role of freshwater input for SST variability in the southeastern tropical Atlantic has not been fully elucidated by modeling studies (White & Toumi, 2014). More recently, Sena Martins and Stammer (2022), despite not being able to find a significant correlation between the river plume patterns and the occurrence of a Benguela Niño, showed evidence for a strong influence of the CRD low-salinity layer in increasing stratification in the region.

The 1995 Benguela Niño was the strongest event ever recorded in the satellite era (Imbol Koungue et al., 2019) evidencing SST anomalies averaged for February-March-April up to 3°C in the region (Figure 1a). It was first described by Gammelsrød et al. (1998) and was associated with high mortality and southward displacement of fish from Angolan to Namibian waters, also economically impacting these countries. The eastward propagation of an equatorial Kelvin wave followed by a southward CTW along the African coast was shown through forced ocean simulations at the onset of the event (Imbol Koungue et al., 2019), and was associated with a 0.73°C increase in the peak of SST anomalies (Imbol Koungue & Brandt, 2021). On the other hand, no clear evidence of a Kelvin wave influence was detected from satellite observations, with the sea surface height anomalies appearing to be stationary and not propagating along the southwestern African coast (Richter et al., 2010). In fact, the role of remote forcing via the propagation of a Kelvin wave was not the most pronounced in the 1995 Benguela Niño in comparison with other warm event years (e.g., 1984, 2010/2011; see Figure 6 from Imbol Koungue et al., 2019). More recently, Song et al. (2023) when simulating Benguela Niño/Niña events with a single-layer ocean linear model excluding the local forcings (e.g., precipitation and freshwater advection) did not find a clear energy route.
of equatorial waves (i.e., remote forcing) triggering the 1995 extreme warm event. The authors suggested that the coastal SST anomaly might have been forced locally for this year (Song et al., 2023). Finally, in Gammelsrød et al. (1998), Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD) profiles identified the presence of a freshwater plume of low salinity at 18°S in March 1995, much further south than climatologically expected (i.e., maximum southward displacement extending only to around 12°S in February-March-April; Awo et al., 2022). At the same time, similar CTD profiles showed the occurrence of barrier layers at 9°S (see Figure 2b from Gammelsrød et al., 1998). Although Gammelsrød et al. (1998) associated the Benguela Niño event with these strong negative salinity anomalies on the Angolan coast, the study did not mention the barrier layers presence or possible impacts on this event. Overall, it seems that both remote and local forcing played a role in the generation of this event.
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Reynolds et al., 2007). OISST data is available at National Centers for Environmental Information (www.ncei.noaa.gov) from 1981 to the present day.

We use monthly averages of the 6-hourly wind vectors from the Cross-Calibrated Multi-Platform (CCMP) (Atlas et al., 2011; Mears et al., 2022). CCMP combines a background field from European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis 5 (ERA5, Hersbach et al., 2020) with 10-m wind retrievals over the ocean from different types of satellites. CCMP data is available from 1993 to 2019, with a 0.25° × 0.25° spatial resolution, at the Remote Sensing Systems platform (www.remss.com). We calculate wind stress by applying the bulk formula

\[ \vec{\tau} = \rho_a \overline{\vec{u} \times \vec{u}} x 10 \]

with \( \rho_a = 1.22 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \) and \( c_D = 0.0013 \).

Monthly surface heat fluxes, that is, Shortwave Radiation (SWR), Longwave Radiation (LWR), Latent Heat Flux (LHF), and Sensible Heat Flux (SHF) were used from the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020). This data is available at 0.25° horizontal resolution from 1940 to present days and is distributed by the Copernicus Climate Change Service via https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/.

Furthermore, for the freshwater input data, monthly Congo River discharge measurements were obtained from SO-HYBAM (http://www.ore-hybam.org/) at Brazzaville Station, Republic of Congo, available from 1947 to 2019. Monthly means of precipitation from merged satellite and surface rain gauge observations, with 2.5° × 2.5° spatial resolution, were taken from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) (Adler et al., 2003). Data is accessible from 1979 to 2020 at https://psl.noaa.gov.

Finally, monthly means of potential temperature, salinity, zonal and meridional currents from the Global Mercator Ocean Reanalysis product (GLORYS12) (Lellouche et al., 2021) were used in order to calculate the Mixed Layer Depth (MLD), Isothermal Layer Depth (ILD), and consequently Barrier Layer Thickness (BLT). The Brunt-Väisälä frequency (\( N^2 \)) calculations were also based on this product as well as the Mixed Layer Heat Budget analysis described in Section 2.2.2. The product has a 1/12° spatial resolution and 50 vertical levels, with 1m vertical resolution in the first levels, increasing with depth, and data available from 1993–2019. This data set is distributed by the EU Copernicus Marine Service Information (http://marine.copernicus.eu/).

Since GLORYS12 and CCMP products are limited to the time period 1993–2019, only these 27 years were used for all above-cited data sets. Detrended anomalies for each data set were calculated by removing within the same period monthly climatologies and trends from the data. In order to evaluate how well GLORYS12 represents the main processes occurring in ABA, in-situ measurements were compared to this reanalysis product. The assessment and validation of the GLORYS12 product against in-situ measurements are provided in Text S1 in Supporting Information S1. Text S1 in Supporting Information S1 also describes the observational data sets used to perform this analysis.

### 2.2. Methods

#### 2.2.1. Barrier Layer Thickness

In this study, we define the Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) as the depth at which potential density (\( \sigma_\theta \)) is increased by \( \Delta \sigma_\theta \) relative to its own value at a reference depth, as follows (de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004, 2007; Gévaudan et al., 2021; Mignot et al., 2012; Saha et al., 2021; White & Toumi, 2014):

\[
\text{MLD : depth where } \sigma_{\theta_0} = \sigma_{\theta_{rfd}} + \Delta \sigma_{\theta_0} \\
\Delta \sigma_{\theta_0} = \sigma_{\theta_0}(T_{rfd} - 0.2^\circ C, S_{rfd}, P_0) - \sigma_{\theta_0}(T_{rfd}, S_{rfd}, P_0)
\]

where \( rfd \) represents the surface level of the GLORYS12 reanalysis (i.e., ~0.5 m) as the reference depth. \( \Delta \sigma_{\theta_0} \) represents the potential density change equivalent to a 0.2°C temperature decrease at the local salinity. \( P_0 \) is the pressure at the ocean surface, and \( T_{rfd} \) and \( S_{rfd} \) are respectively the temperature and salinity at the reference depth. At the same time, the ILD is defined by a 0.2°C threshold, where:

\[
\text{ILD : depth where } T = T_{rfd} - 0.2^\circ C
\]

Finally, the Barrier Layer Thickness (BLT) definition is the difference between the ILD and the MLD:

\[
\text{BLT} = \text{ILD} - \text{MLD}
\]
Additionally, for the identification of the stability and stratification of the water column within the 1995 event, the Brunt-Väisälä frequency $N^2$ was also obtained at each depth by using the same GLORYS12 product. Then, $N^2$ was averaged from the MLD until 50 m, since the MLD in this region is climatologically shallower than 50 m (not shown). Both anomalies of BLT and $N^2$ were calculated by removing the climatology within the 1993–2019 period.

2.2.2. Mixed Layer Heat Budget

In order to assess the processes driving the temperature change during the 1995 Benguela Niño, reanalysis, and satellite products were used to perform a mixed layer heat budget analysis. Here we use an approach similar to several previous papers (e.g., Echols & Riser, 2020; Foltz et al., 2003, 2020; Körner et al., 2023; Moisan & Niiler, 1998; Stevenson & Niiler, 1983). The equation used here is as follows:

$$\frac{dT}{dt} = -\mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla T + \frac{q_{net}}{\rho c_p h} + r$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\Delta t = 1$ month; $T = T_{ML}$, which is the temperature averaged for the mixed layer; $v$ represents the horizontal currents averaged for the mixed layer $h = MLD$; $\rho$ is the seawater density, taken here as 1025 kg/m$^3$; $c_p$ is specific heat capacity taken as 4000 J/kg °C. From left to right each term denotes respectively: Mixed layer temperature tendency, temperature horizontal advection within the mixed layer, net surface flux corrected for the SWR that penetrates into the mixed layer, and residual. The residual contains the terms not represented in the equation, such as turbulent heat loss (i.e., heat loss at the base of the mixed layer due to turbulent mixing), entrainment, and the vertical temperature velocity covariance (Foltz et al., 2003; Hummels et al., 2014; Körner et al., 2023). Actually, the temperature/velocity covariance is considerably smaller than the other contributions and is usually neglected in the ML heat budget analysis (Foltz et al., 2003; Hummels et al., 2014; Körner et al., 2023). In addition, the residual includes the contribution of processes unresolved by the spatial and temporal scales of the data used here, and the uncertainty arising from the data.

The net surface heat flux term ($q_{net}$) consists of the sum of $q_{swr}$, LWR, LHF, and SHF, where $q_{swr}$ represents the amount of shortwave radiation absorbed within the mixed layer. Here, $q_{swr}$ is defined based on Foltz et al. (2020) where: $q_{swr} = SWR (1 - 0.47e^{-h/15})$, considering an albedo rate of 6% where $h$ is the MLD in meters. All heat fluxes used here were obtained from the ERA5 reanalysis data set and interpolated into the GLORYS12 grid.

3. Results

3.1. Low-Salinity Plume Propagation

The 1995 Benguela Niño event started to develop in February when positive SST anomalies of 2°C averaged for the ABA coastal region (i.e. coastal box 1) were observed (Figures 2a and 3a). The event peaked 1 month later, in March, when the ocean surface temperature was up to at least 4°C warmer than climatology close to the Angola-Benguela front (Figure 2a). One characteristic of this event was that the positive SST anomalies were not restricted to the ABA, but reached south of 20°S extending also to the northern Namibian upwelling region around 23°S (Figure 2a, also Gammelsrød et al., 1998). In fact, a similar pattern was observed during the 2010/2011 Benguela Niño event, when the strong poleward subsurface Angola current advected warm waters as far as 25°S (Rouault et al., 2018). In April, warmer waters remained in the region until the demise of the event in May. Concurrently, at the onset of the event in February 1995, a low-salinity plume with negative sea surface salinity (SSS) anomalies of up to −3 psu was present in the area, apparently advected poleward from the north (Figure 2b). This poleward propagation of the low-salinity is consistent with the local current speed and will be addressed in Section 3.2. At the peak of the event in March 1995, this freshwater plume was observed at around 18°S, much further south than climatologically expected. In February and March, low-salinity waters in the region, mainly generated by the outflow of the Congo River (blue diamond in Figure 2), are expected to have their maximum southward extension until 12°S (Awo et al., 2022). The mean observed SSS anomaly for the coastal box 1(8°S–20°S, 1° wide band along the coast) was almost −2 psu at the onset of the 1995 event in February, and remained strong in March (Figure 3d). The freshwater influence was initially restricted to the coastal area offshore Angola, but expanded further offshore in March. In April, the low-salinity pattern started to vanish and the anomalies at the coastal box were within the limit of the standard deviation for this month (Figures 2b and 3d). Figures 3a and 3c show that both signals of low SSS and high SST anomalies from the coast to 1° degree offshore
are the strongest ones detected for the analyzed period. Negative anomalies of SSS at the coast also peaked at the beginning of 2016 (Figure 3c) during the 2016 warm event. Indeed, Lübbecke et al. (2019) showed that a high freshwater input into the region might also have influenced the SST warming during this event.

Low surface salinities can lead to the formation of barrier layers and enhance the upper ocean stratification. Concomitant patterns of positive BLT and N2 anomalies were observed close to the coast at the beginning of the event, reaching further south and spreading offshore in March (Figures 2c and 2d). BLT anomalies of up to 15 m indicate strong anomalous stratification of the water column, which is also reflected in its stability indicated by the Brünt-Väisälä frequency positive anomaly. The barrier layer presence could also be observed in the CTD profiles taken from the Nansen Program in 1995 (Figures 1b and 1c). The vertical profiles (Figures 1b and 1c) show a significant change within 10 days, which is an indication of the importance of submonthly processes acting in the region (Bachèlery et al., 2016b; Goubanova et al., 2013). However, from the vertical profiles of temperature, salinity, and density (not shown) we can see that the presence of the barrier layer on the coast of Angola is persistent from the onset (February 1995) to the demise of the event (April 1995). High stratification was likewise observed during the 2016 warm event (Figures 3e and 3g, and in Lübbecke et al., 2019). Freshwater input at the ocean surface creates a shallow mixed layer, where the most pronounced salinity and density gradients are located above the highest temperature gradient (Figures 1b and 1c). The difference between the depth of these two gradients creates a more stratified water column, isolating the surface layer from the cooling from below induced by mixing and entrainment, which can favor surface warming.

In order to understand the origin of the low salinity plume, we analyzed two possible sources of freshwater input in the region during the event. Precipitation anomalies of up to 5 mm/day were observed prior to the 1995 Benguela Niño event, in November/December 1994, in the proximities of the Congo River mouth around 5°S, north of the ABA (Figure 4a). The positive anomalies 2–3 months prior to the event were the strongest
ones recorded in the time series and were high above the monthly climatological mean and standard deviation (Figures 4b and 4c). This order of magnitude in precipitation anomalies was not seen in any other year during the 27 years analyzed period. Freshwater input averaged for the coastal box 2 region of around 3 mm/day higher than the climatology was also found in March 1995 (Figures 4a and 4c). This could already be a response to the surface warming initiated in February 1995, which brings even more non-saline water to the region via enhanced precipitation, indicating a positive feedback of freshwater input during the event. Regarding the CRD, the data indicate that only in December 1994 the river outflow was higher than climatologically expected, although the difference is not significant (Figure 4e). It also reflects the increased precipitation over land, upstream in the Congo River, from September to November/1994 (Figure 4a). The magnitude of the positive anomaly in the river discharge compared to other years was not exceptional (Figure 4d). However, one can still observe that an anomalous freshwater input from the Congo was present in December 1994, 2 months prior to the onset of the 1995 Benguela Niño.

We conclude that both anomalously high precipitation and Congo River discharge 2–3 months prior to the onset of the 1995 Benguela Niño were main contributors as freshwater sources to the event. Both sources also contributed to the 2016 warm event (Lübbecke et al., 2019). Since the stronger precipitation anomalies in 1994/1995 were located close to the Congo River mouth, one can also conclude that the anomalously high freshwater input in ABA came from the north and was advected southward. However, indicating which freshwater source was the most significant in impacting the warming is beyond the scope of this study. Overall, it was shown that due to both an above-average precipitation and CRD, a freshwater plume was generated and could propagate southward

Figure 3. Detrended monthly anomalies of sea surface temperature (SST) (a), sea surface salinity (SSS) (c), Barrier Layer Thickness (BLT) (e) and N² (g) averaged for coastal box 1 region (8°S–20°S, 1° away from coast) from 1993 to 2019. Yellow shading indicates the period from August 1994 to July 1995. (b) SST climatology (shown from August to July, in blue) calculated over 1993–2019 and monthly values (in red) from August 1994 to July 1995 averaged in the coastal box 1. Panels (d, f, h) same as panel (b) but for SSS, BLT, and N², respectively. Intervals in panels (b, d, f, h) depict monthly standard deviation. SST from NOAA Optimum Interpolation SST. SSS from Global Mercator Ocean Reanalysis product (GLORYS12), BLT, and N² calculated from GLORYS12 data set. Black stars in panels (b, d, f, and h) indicate significant differences from monthly climatologies of each respective month at a 90% confidence level according to the Student's t test.
toward the ABA, generating stability and stratification of the water column concomitant with the warm anomalies during the 1995 Benguela Niño. The processes and dynamics that allowed the southward freshwater propagation to occur will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 4. Detrended monthly anomalies from September 1994 to March 1995 for precipitation (a). Black thick contours indicate coastal box 2 region (2°S–15°S, 2° away from coast). Brown contour denotes coastline. Blue diamond represents Congo River Brazzaville station. Detrended monthly anomalies of precipitation averaged for coastal box 2 region (b) and Congo River discharge (d) from 1993 to 2019. Yellow shading indicates the period from August 1994 to July 1995. (c) Precipitation climatology (shown from August to July, in blue) calculated from 1993 to 2019 and monthly values (in red) from August 1994 to July 1995 averaged in the coastal box 2. Panel (e) same as panel (c) but for Congo River discharge. Intervals in Figures (c, e) depict monthly standard deviation. Black stars in panels (c) and (e) indicate significant differences from monthly climatologies of each respective month at a 90% confidence level according to the Student's t test.
3.2. Role of Alongshore Current and Wind Forcing

In the southeastern tropical Atlantic, low-salinity waters, mainly from the CRD, and their southward propagation are usually restricted to 12°S (Awo et al., 2022). However, as shown in the previous section, during the 1995 Benguela Niño the freshwater plume was advected further south in February and March, until around 18°S. In order to investigate what might have caused this anomalous poleward transport during the warm event, we analyzed the mixed layer meridional current anomalies from the GLORYS reanalysis product. From January 1995, a southward current anomaly at around 3°S and 2° offshore of the coast started to develop (Figure 5a). In February 1995, this negative current anomaly was even stronger (i.e., about −0.4 m/s) and was shifted closer to the coast (Figure 5a). In March 1995, the southward anomaly weakened and was again moving offshore. The really strong negative signal observed in February 1995 is even more clearly visible when averaging the current anomalies for the coastal box 1 (Figures 5b and 5c). From the analyzed period, this month had by far the strongest southward current anomaly observed at the mixed layer. February 1995 was also the month with the fastest southward advection of the low salinity plume. The −1 psu signal at 10°S in January 1995 to 18°S in February 1995 (see Figure 2b) propagated southward with a roughly estimated speed of about 0.37 m/s. This estimate agrees in magnitude with the mixed layer current anomaly strength. In addition, the meridional velocity anomalies started to develop in December/January 1995 close to the Congo River mouth concomitantly with the strong precipitation observed in December in the same region.

It is known that the Angola Current has its core at subsurface (Kopte et al., 2017; Tchipalanga, Dengler, et al., 2018). It might be argued that this current could not be driving the southward transport of the low-salinity signal in the 1995 Benguela Niño, since the freshwater input generated a very shallow mixed layer and hence a surface current would be needed to carry the low-salinity plume. This raises the question of the mechanism behind the southward transport of the freshwater plume.
In order to tackle this question, we analyzed both GLORYS12 velocities at depth and wind data from CCMP. From the vertical structure of the meridional current during the 1995 Benguela Niño (Figure 6), we could see an anomalously strong surface poleward current at the coast. While the Angola Current core from the GLORYS12 reanalysis is climatologically situated at 10–20 m depth in February (Figure 6a), during February 1995, the strongest southward anomalies were found especially at the surface (Figure 6b). Note that during this event, not only the position of this highest poleward velocities was lifted upward but also the current strength was higher. Both of these features can only be reached by strong shifts in the wind field in the same period since local wind stress and wind stress curl are the main drivers of the strengthening and uplifting of the Angola Current (Fennel et al., 2012; Tchipalanga, Dengler, et al., 2018).

Overall, in the region, southerly winds that strengthen seaward are observed, leading to a negative (cyclonic) wind stress curl close to the coast (e.g., Lübbecke et al., 2019). However, during the 1995 event, we could observe changes in both wind stress and wind stress curl (Figure 7). From December 1994 to January 1995, the meridional wind stress weakened (Figure 7a) around 5°S–7°S, concomitant with the onset of the poleward current anomaly development (Figure 5a). In February 1995, the wind stress was even weaker offshore, and the weakening extended to the whole region, exactly at the time when the poleward current anomaly was strongest. Concomitantly, a strong weakening (strengthening) of the wind stress curl, indicated by positive (negative) anomalies in Figure 7b, was observed throughout the African coast (offshore). These shifts in the curl were most pronounced in February 1995 from 7°S to 13°S, indicating stronger than normal winds at the coast in this latitudinal band. Consequently, reduced (enhanced) coastal (offshore) wind stress curl was generated. Fennel et al. (2012) showed

Figure 6. Depth-time Hovmöller diagram of climatology (calculated from 1993 to 2019, and shown between November and April) (a), monthly detrended anomalies (b), and absolute values (c) of coastal Angolan meridional current (\(v\)) averaged from 8°S to 13°S, 1° away from the coast (b, c) are shown from November 1994 to April 1995. The black line represents the density ocean mixed layer thickness obtained directly from Global Mercator Ocean Reanalysis product reanalysis, defined by sigma theta, and also averaged for the same area. Magenta contour depicts \(-0.1\) m/s isoline.
that under this scenario, with a diminished wind stress curl at the coast, the equatorward coastal jet weakens and the undercurrent (i.e., the Angola Current) is able to reach the surface, which explains the anomalously strong surface poleward current at the coast observed during the 1995 event.

3.3. Processes Driving the Warming

The combination of a high CRD and precipitation concomitant with the strong southward Angola Current and its uplifted core to the surface were shown to be the main drivers of the anomalous high freshwater input into the Angolan coast during the 1995 Benguela Niño. Now, we investigate what processes led to the surface warming by performing a mixed layer heat budget analysis (see Section 2.2.2) for the coastal region off Angola during this anomalous event. We first describe the mechanisms responsible for the climatological heat budget, and then discuss the anomalies during the 1995 event.

The monthly climatology of each term with its monthly standard deviation is shown in Figures 8a–8e. Figure 8f depicts the contribution of each term to the climatological surface warming (positive) and cooling (negative). As recently shown by Körner et al. (2023), the mixed layer heat content in this region is climatologically dominated by the surface heat fluxes and turbulent heat loss at the base of the mixed layer, here included in the residual
term. The highest (lowest) temperatures are observed in austral summer (winter) when the net surface heat fluxes warming the ocean’s upper layer are strongest (weakest) (Figure 8f). In addition, the residual term is a cooling term throughout the year. Further, the mean horizontal advection plays a cooling role, especially during austral winter (Figure 8f), when the Angola-Benguela front is located furthest north. Still, the temperature gradient and currents are stronger in the meridional direction suggesting that the meridional advection plays a more prominent role in this term than the zonal. In fact, the October peak in warming due to advection (Figure 8f) is sustained by the southward Angola Current bringing warm equatorial waters further south (Körner et al., 2023).

Figure 8g depicts the anomalies of each term of the heat budget equation during the 1995 Benguela Niño, while Figures 8a–8e show anomalies significantly different in relation to the monthly climatology (i.e., black stars). During the event’s development and demise significant shifts in the ML temperature for the coastal area were observed at its onset in February, at its peak in March 1995, and at its demise in May 1995 (Figure 8a). Within this period we can as well observe the reduced temperature gradient between the ML and its base (Figure 8e).
During February and March, for instance, the ML temperature gradient is almost 3 times weaker than climatologically. Hence, we focus on explaining the anomalies within these months (i.e., yellow shading in Figures 8a–8e). In February 1995, the advection term was the only contributor to the warming of the mixed layer off Angola, concomitant with the strong anomalous poleward surface current in this month (Figure 5c), bringing warm waters further south. Even though the net heat flux average for the coastal box 1 indicates a net cooling during this month (Figure 8g), from the spatial anomalies (Figure S8b in Supporting Information S1) we can see a positive anomaly from 8°S to 13°S, which might also have contributed to warming the waters further advected southward. In addition, positive residual anomalies are present at the coast during February (Figure S8d in Supporting Information S1), from the River mouth until 15°S. The net residual cooling in February appears to be counteracting the advection warming, although the residual shift in this month is not significant (Figure 8d). On the other hand, in March 1995 during the peak of the event, the advection term stood for only 8% of the sum of the anomalous warming terms at the coast off Angola (Figure 8g), contributing mostly to the warming offshore of the box (Figure S8c in Supporting Information S1). The main contributor to warming up the mixed layer at the coastal region in March was by far the residual term (i.e., 92%, Figure 8g). Noteworthy, the residual spatial positive anomalies during March agree well with the SSS and BLT anomalies up to 18°S (Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1 and Figures 2b and 2c). The same is observed for the following April. The significantly reduced ML temperature gradient within these months indicates the location of the mixed layer base within the isothermal layer (Figures 1b and 1c), which leads to reduced turbulent heat loss at the base of the ML, since the turbulent mixing acts on a weak vertical temperature gradient (White & Toumi, 2014). Consequently, strong positive residual anomalies are observed in March and April. In fact, turbulent heat loss, here included in the residual term, is a crucial mechanism in this region not only for the cooling especially near the coast but also for an upward salt flux, bringing the more saline subsurface water toward the surface (Awo et al., 2022; Körner et al., 2023). The high residual anomaly maintained the surface warming during March 1995, counteracting the surface cooling in the same month due to surface heat fluxes. This damping term in the heat fluxes was mainly due to a significant latent heat loss in March 1995 (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1). In April 1995 the high positive anomaly in the residual term (i.e., possibly related to the remaining stability due to the lower surface salinity during this month) was counteracted by surface heat fluxes and the northward advection of cool waters from the south, which contributed to the demise the event. The residual term will also be discussed in the next section.

Overall, when considering the mean interannual anomalies for each term (Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1) we find that the 1995 Benguela Niño event stands out especially in terms of advection, residual, and ML temperature gradient anomalies. The advection anomaly in February 1995 was in fact the highest positive anomaly on the temperature change within the mixed layer at the onset of the warming, highlighting the importance of the dynamical mechanism that allowed the freshwater plume to be advected from north of Angola to the ABA.

4. Summary and Discussion

In this study, we described the strong 1995 Benguela Niño and investigated the role of anomalous freshwater input into the ABA (8°S–20°S, 8°E to the coast) during this event. We analyzed the impact of this low-salinity anomaly on the temperature change within the mixed layer at the onset of the warming, highlighting the importance of the dynamical mechanism that allowed the freshwater plume to be advected from north of Angola to the ABA.
The 1995 Benguela Niño developed in February 1995 and peaked in the following March with averaged SST anomalies of up to 2.5°C in the ABA coastal region (8°S–20°S, 1° away from the coast). Simultaneously, an anomalous low-salinity plume was present in the region, shoaling the mixed layer and generating higher water column stratification and stability due to barrier layer anomalies of up to 15 m. A large barrier layer contributes to the surface warming by inhibiting the cooling from below due to entrainment and mixing. The strong freshwater input resulted from a combination of the anomalous high CRD and precipitation in the months prior to the event and was advected from around 2°–5°S to 18°S, much further south than climatologically expected (Awo et al., 2022). This low-salinity plume advection was only possible due to a concomitant surfacing and strengthening of the Angola Current, which occurred due to a weakening of the coastal wind stress curl and wind stress during the event, allowing the current core to be present at the coast and to move from subsurface to the surface. This anomalous poleward transport partially explaining the intensity of the 1995 event was also suggested by Rouault (2012).

In addition to this, a CTW might also have played a role in strengthening the southward current. A previous study recorded the presence of an intraseasonal downwelling CTW in March 1995, 2 weeks before the peak of the event, with an amplitude of almost 3 cm (Imbol Koungue & Brandt, 2021). Furthermore, a much higher than usual Angola Current transport of 11 Sv from January–March 1995 was reported during the 1995 Benguela Niño (Mercier et al., 2003). Moreover, Sena Martins and Stammer (2022) recently stated that the causes of low-salinity anomalies spreading southward in this area were a higher CRD combined with the occurrence of the CTW between February and March. Hence, since the Angola Current variability is highly controlled by the passage of these waves (Bachèlery et al., 2016b; Kopte et al., 2017; Tchipalanga, Dengler, et al., 2018), we suggest that this CTW might also have contributed to the strong southward current transport. It appears that during the 1995 event, the combination of relaxed southerly winds offshore and the weakening of the wind stress curl at the coast, uplifting the Angola Current core to the surface, with the apparent presence of the CTW and an above climatology freshwater input in the region were the mechanisms that allowed low-salinity anomalies to reach the ABA.

The mixed layer heat budget analysis approach has been widely used to identify sources of surface warming in the tropical Atlantic, both from observational data sets (e.g., Foltz et al., 2003, 2020; Hummels et al., 2014; Hummels et al., 2020; Körner et al., 2023), and reanalysis product (Ma et al., 2023). Our analysis showed that anomalous advection was responsible for the warming at the onset of the event, in February, while the residual term was the main contributor during the peak of the event in March. In this study, the residual term includes the effect of turbulent mixing, processes not represented by the temporal and spatial scale of the data set here used, and errors of the other terms. The errors in this region are likely influenced by uncertainties arising from the SWR in the net surface heat fluxes (Körner et al., 2023) due to poor representation of shallow clouds (Huang et al., 2007). Additionally, sub-monthly variability within the Angolan coast (Bachèlery et al., 2016b; Goubanova et al., 2013) is likely to contribute to the residual term. However, the residual of the ML heat budget in this region can be assumed to be largely explained by the turbulent mixing at the base of the ML, especially in shallow regions close to the coast (Körner et al., 2023). The energy source of the turbulent mixing is the interaction of internal waves with the continental slope (Zeng et al., 2021). Zeng et al. (2021) find that the mixing is essentially more effective when stratification is weaker. The stratification in the ABA region is connected to freshwater fluxes, surface heat fluxes, and the passage of CTWs (Awo et al., 2022; Körner et al., 2023; Zeng et al., 2021). The freshwater plume present in coastal waters during the 1995 Benguela Niño influences turbulent mixing at the base of the mixed layer in two ways. Firstly, the available energy for mixing acts on a stronger stratification decreasing the eddy diffusivity (Körner et al., 2023; White & Toumi, 2014; Zeng et al., 2021). Secondly, in the presence of high freshwater input and the consequent barrier layer formation, the temperature gradient between the mixed layer and the water below it (i.e., $T_{ML} - T_{isothermal}$) is close to zero (e.g., Echols & Riser, 2020), as the mixed layer base resides within the isothermal layer. Thus, the turbulent mixing acts on a weak vertical temperature gradient (White & Toumi, 2014). Hence, the anomalously high freshwater during early 1995 reduces the turbulent heat loss. The barrier layer presence and higher water column stability impact were observed especially in March 1995. It is also likely that this impact remained important in April 1995 since an anomaly in the residual term was still high in this month. Overall, we showed that an anomalous freshwater input in the ABA can indeed significantly contribute to the surface warming during a Benguela Niño, and should also be taken into account as a local forcing for these events. We also observed that this influence strongly depends on the advection of the freshwater to the south and thus on shifts in the wind field.

The influence of freshwater input in the generation of barrier layers in the southeastern tropical Atlantic that increased ocean stratification and stability has been discussed in previous studies (Lübbecke et al., 2019; Materia et al., 2012; Sena Martins & Stammer, 2022; White & Toumi, 2014). Salinity shifts impacting surface warming
in the tropical Atlantic via barrier layer formation and stratification have also been recently assessed (Gévaudan et al., 2021). There is, however, no consensus on the importance of barrier layers generating surface warming in the Equatorial and tropical Atlantic. While Paillet et al. (1999) and Foltz and McPhaden (2009) indicated strong warming related to barrier layers, Balaguru et al. (2012), Hernandez et al. (2016), and Gévaudan et al. (2021) found no significant relationship between these variables based on models. It was seen that salinity stratification can indeed play a major role in stabilizing surface layers of the ocean, leading to the upper-layer warming (Maes & O’Kane, 2014). However, it is hard to establish a direct correlation on interannual timescales also for the southeastern tropical Atlantic (Sena Martins & Stammer, 2022; White & Toumi, 2014), due to different processes affecting and changing the SST. When referring to Benguela Niños, it seems even more difficult, since the freshwater input does not seem to trigger these events, which are caused either remotely by the propagation of an equatorial Kelvin wave followed by a CTW at the African coast due to equatorial wind shifts, or by local atmospheric and wind changes (Florenchie et al., 2004; Imbol Koungue et al., 2019; Richter et al., 2010; Rouault et al., 2018). Still, such unique freshwater propagation as in this specific 1995 event indeed contributed to the surface warming.

In relation to Benguela Niñas, we believe that a lower freshwater input would not be an important factor in intensifying these cooling events. Climatologically, the low salinity plume is not usually spread over the whole ABA (Awo et al., 2022). Hence, in anomalous years of lower precipitation/river discharge, no significant change in the stratification off Angola would be observed. High freshwater input could, however, be a factor counteracting a cooling event. In these cases, the SST change during a Benguela Niña would be decreased, since the cooling event would be counteracted by the warming due to lower SSS and higher stratification. Still, this is very speculative and overall we believe that a freshwater input would not impact a Benguela Niña event the same way as it could do with the Benguela Niños.

Some open questions remain and should be approached in future studies. First, it is still unclear which mechanism is the most prominent driver in generating the negative salinity anomalies in ABA. We wonder if a high anomalous freshwater input would be enough to generate such anomalies, or if this freshwater plume presence in the Angolan-Nambian coast is only possible combined with a stronger Angola Current core at the surface. It is likely that in years of strong poleward Angola Current, freshwater especially from the CRD might be brought to the ABA. However, is it uncertain if solely the freshwater transport could generate stratification anomalies or if an anomalous freshwater input is also required. Further, White and Toumi (2014) when evaluating the impact of the amount of freshwater input from the Congo River on the spatial distribution of SST, did not find any significant changes between the control and the double CRD simulations. They suggested that the location of temperature changes is more dependent on environmental conditions than on the magnitude of the freshwater input (White & Toumi, 2014). In addition, the most important freshwater source to generate such salinity anomalies could not be clearly distinguished in our study between an anomalous CRD or precipitation. Different model simulations and experiments with climatological and reference river runoff and precipitation, like the works from Zhang and Busalacchi (2009) and White and Toumi (2014) could provide these answers. Furthermore, besides the 1995 Benguela Niño and the 2016 warming event, we highlight that the freshwater might also impact other events (e.g., 2001 Benguela Niño) as shown by the time series anomalies in Figure 3. Thus, the general influence of the freshwater input on the SST variability in the southeastern tropical Atlantic is still not well defined. Still, we could conclude from the present analysis that the freshwater input into the ABA related to the strength of the Angola Current is an active local forcing player in the intensification of Benguela Niños.
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